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Read on

Learn further

Start your year right, with our free
employer training

Throughout 2024, we’ll be hosting many
training sessions to help you administer the
Scheme.

The sessions will include: weekly webinar
training, MCR surgeries, employer drop-in
sessions and videos. These have specifically
been designed to help you receive our support
with any challenges you have.

Employer Toolkit

We’ve taken on board your feedback to add to
resources already available on our website, to
create a toolkit that’ll help you with member
queries.

2023 Round up

We had a busy 2023 here at Teachers’ Pensions and we wanted to share and
celebrate some of our achievements with you.
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Learn more

The toolkit currently focuses on new starters
to the Scheme and those wanting to opt out,
but we’ll be working on further resources to
add to the toolkit as the year progresses.

Find out more

Help members impacted by
Transitional Protection changes

We wanted to help you help our members
with Transitional Protection so we’ve created
an email template, which can be found on our
website, for you to share with staff.

It’s a fantastic way to circulate information.

FURTHER NEWS

Retiring members affected by Transitional Protection

We’d just like to remind you, if there are members in your establishment who are
affected by Transitional Protection changes and they’re looking to retire soon, they
should plan their retirement six months in advance.

This is due to decisions that may need to be made or worked out due to the changes
made to the Scheme. Further information can be found on our planning to retire
webpages.

Stay on top of your workplace pensions duties

We’d like to remind you on behalf of The Pensions Regulator (TPR) to stay on top of
your workplace pension duties. This is so TPR aren’t required to take any
enforcement action.

You can read TPR’s ongoing duties guidance to ensure you’re aware of what’s
expected.
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The content of this email is based on our understanding of the current legislation governing the
Teachers' Pension Scheme. In the event that there is a disagreement between the content of this
email and the overriding Regulations, then the content of the Regulations will take precedence.
The benefits of the Teachers' Pension Scheme, and the tax treatment of pensions may be subject
to change in the future.
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